
Inspiring your inner nature



Captivate all your senses



Revel in the soothing luxury of it all

Welcome to Zadún, the first Ritz-Carlton Reserve in Mexico, where an authentic and 
magical experience awaits you. 

This untouched sanctum is where desert and ocean collide — in your very own luxurious 
haven. Allow yourself to be seduced by Puerto Los Cabos, its breathtaking coastline, and 
a rich culture that will enchant you at every breath.

Discover and explore a town with a historical charm and submerged in Spanish colonial 
flare. A very modern design Mexico has to offer, coupled with the handcrafted work of 
local artisans, will lay a magical and compelling experience at your feet. With every step 
you take inside Zadún, you’ll be surrounded by a natural allure and elegance unlike 
anything you’ve ever seen.

Give in to the intimacy of a hideaway you can claim as your own, reserved just for you at 
the end of the Earth.

Los Cabos International Airport (SJD) 
is located 35 minutes away, with more 
than 518 weekly flight operations, 
serving 40 destinations.

115 elegantly appointed guest rooms 
and suites, within 42 two-story villas.

All guests will enjoy the genuine care 
of a Tosoani, a private attendant that 
ensure your well-being during your 
stay. Our Tosoani, which means 
“Dream Watcher” in nahuatl plays the 
role of mission controller throughout a 
guest’s stay. Always available but never 
intrusive, the Tosoani coordinates 
logistics of every guest experience. 
Our Tosoanis are storytellers who 
look for organic opportunities to 
share local knowledge, traditions and 
insider tips.

Distinct gastronomic experiences at 
four on-site culinary venues.

Golf Course at Puerto Los Cabos 
A 27-hole resort, designed by Greg 
Norman and Jack Nicklaus, two 
legendary golfers. 

Fashion apparel, footwear, jewelry and 
fine handicrafts handmade by artisans 
from Mexico available on site.

Jean-Michel Cousteau’s Ambassadors 
of the Environment: Let yourself 
be guided by expert naturalists to 
explore captivating natural wonders. 
This experience pairs extraordinary 
getaways with innovative environmental 
education for a deeper understanding 
of nature in a beautiful and unparalleled 
setting.



Zadún Beachfront Villa



Ocean View Plunge Pool Room   

Ocean View Plunge Pool Room Ground Floor

Ocean View Plunge Pool Room Ground Floor



Satisfy your every whim and desire

At Zadún, time slows down as the sparkling ocean water recedes on the sand outside your room. Listen to the sounds of a stunning coastline, like 
whispers welcoming you to this heavenly place… the kind of intimacy that transcends the mundane.

115 elegantly appointed guest rooms and suites, within 42 two-story villas that provide every guest pristine and world-class comfort. This unparalleled 
luxury experience will undoubtedly appeal to every one of your senses.

ROOMS
Delight in the panoramic sea view from our 
elegant ocean front or ocean view guest 
rooms located on the upper or ground floor. 
Adorned with authentic local Mexican art 
and furnished with design elements that 
invite you to enjoy the breeze and the colors 
of nature perfectly blending with the palette 
of the room. 
 
Appreciate the natural light in the spacious 
bathrooms, equipped with walk-in closet, 
indoor or outdoor shower, and a deep 
soaking tub designed for long, relaxing, 
and comfortable baths. Rooms offer King 
bedding.
 
 
SUITES
Our idyllic, Cortés one-bedroom suites 
located on the upper or ground floor will 
enchant you with their ocean breeze from 
your very own independent terrace and 
plunge pool overlooking the sparkling 
Cortez Sea, as they are situated ocean view 
or beachfront just steps from the water.

Designed with an unparalleled Mexican 
aesthetic, the suites have a separate living 
room with a sofa-bed and one King bedroom. 
When fully open, both rooms extend into 
nature, filling the suite with sunbeams and 
fresh air. The spacious bathroom will take 
your breath away with a walk-in closet, 
indoor or outdoor shower, and an oversized 
deep tub -a wonderful way to rejuvenate the 
human spirit in a relaxing soak.

FAMILY ROOMS AND SUITES
Our exquisite adjoining rooms are 
strategically located on the ground level 
for easy access and absolute comfort for 
families. These Family Rooms offer a 
perfect harmony with the environment and 
within each other. They include one dining 
room, one King and one Double Queen 
bedding, individual bathrooms, two outdoor 
terraces, and one independent plunge pool. 
The spacious bathrooms feature indoor and 
outdoor showers, deep soaking bathtub for 
tub lovers and walk-in closets. The terraces 
present individual seating areas furnished 
with lounge beds, sofas and chairs, allowing 
you to enjoy the view in cocooned comfort.
 
You can opt for our elegantly appointed 
ground-level Ocean View or Ocean Front 
Family Suites, tastefully furnished with a 
lavish Mexican style. The separate living 
and sleeping areas allow these suites to 
luxuriously fulfill the needs of families. 
They feature one individual living room with 
sofa-bed, one King room, plus one Double 
Queen bedding with their respective 
magnificent bathrooms. You’ll be compelled 
to surrender to the graceful Cortez sea views 
from the terrace, while you feel the ocean 
breeze from your private plunge pool.
 
 
SIGNATURE VILLAS

ZADÚN BEACHFRONT VILLA
Experience the ultimate in luxury and 
relaxation with the exquisite Zadún 
Beachfront Villa, designed to indulge with 
its spacious living and dining room, two 
independent bedrooms with en-suite great 

bathrooms immersed in natural daylight. 
From your private pool reflecting the 
sparkling sea it overlooks, you can take in the 
allure of the Sea of Cortez, surrounded by a 
large terrace furnished with lounge beds, a 
sofa, and chairs. Our magnificent, one-story 
villas will undoubtedly dazzle you with their 
local inspired decoration, while you savor 
all the comforts of separate areas ideal for a 
signature family experience.

GRAND RESERVE VILLA
The Grand Reserve Villa, the most luxurious 
accommodation on the property, is the 
resort’s crown jewel, a truly stunning estate 
set along a private stretch of coastline. 
Travelers seeking privacy, amplitude, peace, 
and wellness will find in this lovely two-
story five bedroom villa, located on a sun-
kissed beach, a place to unwind and amuse. 
Designed by the well-known interior design 
firm Uribe Krayer, the property provides a 
careful curation and combination of Mexican 
outclass materials and artwork. In addition 
to the 5,900 SQFT of living space, Grand 
Reserve Villa offers two Master bedrooms 
located in the main building, featuring two 
spacious and wonderful full bathrooms that 
include a large walk-in closet, deep soaking 
tubs and indoor or outdoor showers, 
immersed in natural daylight. It also includes 
two additional King bedrooms and one 
Double Queen bedroom, each one furnished 
with their full bathrooms and outdoor 
terraces. The Villa also features multiple 
lounges, an elegant outdoor dining area, 
a fully equipped modern kitchen, a private 
fitness center and two half bathrooms. Every 
detail has been designed to encourage our 
guests to enjoy, explore and engage with the 
environment.



Equis

El Barrio

Humo
Candil



For a sound body and a peaceful mind

Our gastronomic destinations are waiting to satisfy your every whim and desire 
indulging yourself with the tastes and smells of an incomparable and innovative approach. 
Dining at its finest.

HUMO
Latin American grill and warm sunset 
tones are the inspiration for Humo. 
Delight your palate with this authentic 
and refined restaurant.

SÓTANO CELLAR
At Humo, requesting a bottle of wine 
is met with an invitation to make your 
own selection from the 1,000-bottle, 
350 label collection. The classically 
designed cellar also hosts tastings and 
classes focused on Mexican wines.

El BARRIO
A tradition of Mexican culture, El Barrio 
strikes a perfect balance by presenting 
urban delicacies during the day and 
exquisite cuisine at night.

EQUIS
This is an adults-only experience with an 
exotic selection of ceviches, along with 
cocktails crafted by the world’s finest 
mixologists.

CANDIL
Take a seat at this lovely agave bar and 
enjoy savory cocktails that blur the lines 
between art and craft.

CULTURAL LOUNGE
Enjoy a lovely collection of board games 
with the backdrop of an astounding view.



Spa Alkemia

Fitness Center

Spa Alkemia - Treatment Room



A gathering to never forget

Indulge every one of your senses with serenity and relaxation. Our wellness facilities use exquisite products and the latest equipment to 
help you achieve a blissful transformation of body and mind.

ALKEMIA AL FRESCO
Using local ingredients, we hand-blend 
scrubs made of tamarind, brown sugar, 
essential oils, and botanicals, in order 
to hydrate and soften your skin. Face 
masks made of aloe gel will replenish and 
moisturize your skin after a day in the 
sun. All Alkemia Al Fresco treatments are 
performed outdoors in a garden setting.

SAVASANA SOUND ROOM
One of the only Savasana rooms in 
existence, this unique space is designed 
for rest and recovery, where sound therapy 
and a vibrational floor help you create 
a state of deep meditation. The sensory 
integration feels like a musical massage 
through your entire body.

SPA ALKEMIA
A one-of-a-kind, magical experience that will heal your body and soothe your soul. In a space with over 29,000 square feet, you are in for a 
signature experience. Treatments are performed in the intimacy of pacifying rooms surrounded by water and healthy green foliage. Zócalo, 
our shaded lounge, will serve as a space to gather, relax and enjoy healthy beverages or snacks. By using natural ingredients, our treatments 
will awaken your senses by touching upon the vital energies that exist within you.

DESERT BOTÁNICA
A comforting treatment that blends 
warmed-up herbal compresses with a 
firm massage. Desert sage, vanilla, and 
lavender are combined in an alchemy of 
oils that will relax and comfort the body. 
The face is then cleansed and treated with 
a natural blend of ingredients, including 
aloe and calendula.

ABUNDANCIA DE FLORA
This treatment begins with exfoliation 
using ingredients harvested from the 
city’s gardens, followed by a massage with 
nourishing oils for your skin. And finally, 
a body butter is applied to hydrate hands 
and feet as part of a healing reflexology 
session.

FITNESS CENTER
Work out even on vacation time. After all, breaking a sweat reduces stress, so you can enjoy your stay all the more. With personal trainers 
and state-of-the-art fitness equipment available, our center is conveniently open at all hours. Stretch your body and clear your mind. And 
when you finish your routine, go ahead and unwind with a swim in our lap pool. 

BAJA AMOR
A playful experience for two that involves 
bodypainting with colorful clays that will 
bring out the artist in you. Relax on the 
outdoor lounges with a tropical drink in 
your hands. Then, it’s a relaxing steam and 
dual shower, topped off with side-by-side 
massages. 

CASITA PRIVADA
To enhance your spa experience even 
further, there’s Casita Privada — your 
private spa within the spa. Casita Privada 
provides an exclusive spa experience for 
couples or small groups. Enjoy the privacy 
of your very own plunge pool, lounge, 
massage studio and steam room.

In Spa Alkemia, you will embark on a transcendental journey that will sweep you off your feet. This unique escapade is designed to help you 
relax with the healing elements of nature. Immerse yourself in a transformative experience and make a deep a connection with everything 
that surrounds you. You won’t touch the ground again.

For further details, please view our full spa menu online.



Nido Meeting Room

The Beach

The Garden



Our setting for corporate events and meetings Nido, which means “nest”, is located 
at Zadún’s highest point, giving guests an exhilarating view that will cause an indelible 
impression. For weddings and other special life moments, such an extraordinary milestone 
must be met with equally extraordinary luxury. We provide that and so much more.

These areas can be configured in countless ways to better serve your event. Also, guests 
enjoy warm temperatures year-round in a space filled with coastal elegance, marrying 
handcrafted aesthetic with delightful extravagance. It all culminates with spaces that will 
inspire all guests with unique comfort in a stunning setting.

For everything from quiet meetings to festive events, we will meet and exceed all your 
expectations. With a panoramic view of the sea and all the essential resources within reach, 
your event will undoubtedly be a success.





Boulevard Mar de Cortez, 
Puerto Los Cabos,
San José del Cabo, 
B.C.S, México 23403

www.zadunreserve.com
Tel: +52 (624) 172 9000
Reservations: +52 (624) 172 9002
Toll-free USA and Canada: +1 833 923 8672


